Using the virtual-case principle, plasma boundary, plasma current center and xpoint are identified for HL-2A tokamak. The procedure is compiled for SUNIST. Plasma current is represented by current center and virtual multipole moments which produce magnetic flux in a form of polynomial. Adaptive parameters in the polynomial are determined by least-square fit of the poloidal magnetic fields. The measurement of the magnetic field is performed using pick-up coils. The virtual-case principle is applied outside plasma boundary. The virtual-case currents decide the position of the current center and produce negative confinement magnetic field inside plasma and the magnetic field generated by plasma current outside the plasma boundary. For HL-2A tokamak the convergence is fast enough to get picture between the sequent shots.
Introduction
Knowledge of plasma position and shape is essential for controlling tokamak operation and for further investigation of plasma confinement and MHD Instability. Various methods have been proposed [1] . The method called filament current approximation [2] seems to be the one most frequently applied to tokamaks. The method uses several filament currents replacing plasma current. Although it is based on a simple approximation, the method reproduces plasma shape comparatively well using only magnetic measurements. In contrast, method based on an exact analytical solution of partial differential equation, such as the Legendre-Fourler expansion gives poor identification for plasmas with certain current profile [3] . This is due to the small number of sensors. However, positions of the filaments chosen affect the results. Sometimes negative current would appear inside plasma for an inadequate choice. Optimization of the filament positions is highly nonlinear problem. It is difficult to get results between shots. In this paper, using virtualcase principle [4] and least-square fit of the poloidal magnetic fields, plasma shape, plasma current centroid, x-point, edge safety factor, minor plasma radius, elongation, triangularity are Identified.
The virtual-case principle is applied outside the plasma boundary. All the current sources are virtual-case current and confinement-coil currents. The multipole moment produces a flux in a form of polynomial which is a solution of Glad-Shafronov equation. Adaptive parameters in the polynomial are determined by least-square fit of the poloidal magnetic field. The current centroid and multipole moment decided by the virtual-case current form a complete set which well replaces the plasma current. Therefore, there is no limitation for any configuration reconstruction.
In section 2, formulation of physical problem is described. Section 3 is the application for the LH-2A tokamak and SUNIST.
Formulation of the physical problem
The MHD equilibrium inside the plasma is governed by the Grad-Shafranov equation.
( )
where ϕ j is the plasma current density and outside the plasma governed by the equation
where I k is the current flowing in the kth coil.
The poloidal magnetic field in the axisymmetric system is given by
All the measurements are performed outside plasma. First , we form a solution in the vacuum rregion which satisfies Eq. (2) and consider the influence from the plasma current , ( )
where the first term represents the coil current contribution , second term stands for the plasma current centroid ,and the last term is the contribution from the multipole moments of the plasma current. γ stands for the adaptive parameters. λ is the regularization factor. Minimization of the functional J can obtain the adaptive parameters. The essence of the problem is to get information inside the plasma from the measurements outside. It belongs to Fredholm equation of first class , which is improperly proposed. The regularization is needed [7] .
Once the adaptive parameters are obtained, the plasma boundary and virtual-case current are acquired. Virtual-case current is employed to calculate the position of the current centroid, edge safety factor, minor plasma radius, elongation, triangularity.
It is assumed that an ideal superconductor shell is put on the plasma boundary. There is surface current , which generates the same magnetic field as the one by plasma current outside the plasma boundary and cancels the containing magnetic field inside the plasma boundary.
The virtual-case current
Position of the current centrold is obtained by integrals along plasma boundary ,
The new position of centroid will replace the old in Eq. (4). It is reiterative procedure until
is less than a small parameter ε , for example, 
we can estimate the parameter 
